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ABSTRACT
With the increasing concerns about atmospheric complications, for example global
warming from ozone layer depletion, the world is currently experiencing a shift from
conventional resources to renewable sources of energy. Presently, wind is one of the
cleanest and fastest rising energy sources and has been in growing demand. The wind
turbine industry faces problems related to immature failure of wind turbine gearboxes. In
most cases, these failures are traced back to gears and bearing malfunctions, such as gear
micro-pitting and bearing skidding. Previous studies suggest that transmission of transverse
and bending loads from the rotor to the gearbox can result in misalignments and mass
imbalance in the gear box and is a key subject of concern. Modelling of these complex
dynamic systems requires balancing accuracy and computational costs. This can be
achieved by selecting different levels of fidelity when modelling the mechanical
components for the drivetrain.
This thesis aims to develop modelling techniques with different levels of fidelity
for a multi MW gearbox drivetrain using multibody simulation software, Simpack; and to
quantify the effect of different levels of component fidelity on outputs of interest. The
components considered for different fidelity are the gear force elements, bearing models,
and carrier flexibility while the outputs of interest are support reactions on the gearbox,
carrier shaft bearings, and internal interaction forces between gears and the planet bearings.
Initial focus for the fidelity influence study is on the first-stage planetary gear
system isolated from the rest of the drivetrain where different loads from external sources
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are replicated at the carrier with test boundary conditions of input rotational speed applied
at the carrier and resisting generator torque applied at the sun shaft. The force distribution
on the gear tooth widths are also analysed under realistic external loading conditions for
the same model at different levels of fidelities to determine the effects of misalignments.
The first-stage gearbox is then connected to the rest of the model for a complete drivetrain
analysis to examine the nonlinear stiffness behaviour of the drivetrain due to the flexible
high-fidelity components. The results of this study showed that predicted failure modes
within the drivetrain were captured accurately with minimal impact on computational cost
when using the highest fidelity levels considered.
The future scope for this project includes investigation of frequency responses and
analysing modes for flexible bodies checking for excitation frequencies in the model.
Characterising reactions throughout the complete gearbox using higher fidelities such as
additional flexible bodies and more detailed bearing models would also be a potential next
step.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION
With the rising population, energy needs of the planet have been increasing at a fast
rate. Use of conventional fossil fuels like coal and petroleum has had adverse effects on
the environment like pollution leading to ozone layer depletion and greenhouse effect. The
measures taken to prevent further harm includes gradually phasing out the use of fossil
fuels and replacing them with clean renewable sources of energy.
Apart from being the most cost-effective solution, wind energy is one of the
cleanest options for renewable energy sources. It is omnipresent and a very flexible option
in terms of installation and usage. However, there are a few problems, one of them being
low reliability and high repair costs associated with it. Several sources report that the repair
costs are almost as high as installation costs [1]. From previous cases, we know that most
of these premature failures are due to bearing or gear malfunctions. Damages as a result of
micro pitting induced by edge contacts (due to lack of lubrication at high loads) are
observed on the upwind side for gearing. Planet bearing damages caused by skidding
motion of the bearing are also observed [2].
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Figure 1: Planet bearing skidding marks - Source [2]

Figure 2: Micro pitting due to edge loading - Source [2]

In the recent past, plenty of resources have been utilised to attend to these problems.
Many testing facilities have been established to examine the reliability of the gear boxes.
Clemson university at Charleston has developed a similar test bench which is currently
supporting a multi megawatt wind turbine testing.
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Figure 3: Testbench rig at CURI Charleston

This research is inspired to support the testing activities which would help resolve
the current gearbox reliability issues. A low fidelity system model for multi MW wind
turbine drivetrain is induced, and an effort is made to support the modelling of the
multifaceted wind turbine by determining the accuracy and complexity of design required
in order to capture certain expected dynamic behaviour. Simpack is used to create and
evaluate the dynamics of the inherited low fidelity and developed high fidelity wind turbine
gear box models. It is important to understand the reasons for these premature gear box
failures to reduce the repair and maintenance costs.
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1.2 SIMPACK SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
Simpack is a multibody simulation (MBS) software which is a part of Dassault
systems simulation packages. It is commonly used for dynamic analysis of mechanical and
mechatronic systems [3]. Widely used in industrial sector, Simpack is currently one of the
leading simulation packages used extensively for concept designing, production, redesign
and maintenance purposes. It is aimed to reduce the need for physical prototyping and
improve product quality and reliability. Major industrial applications include automotive,
railway, engine, wind turbine, power transmission and aerospace industries.
Apart from analysing vibrations, calculating forces and accelerations, Simpack also
consists of extensive libraries of predefined coupling elements like joint models, force
elements etc. which enables users to build intricate models for study. Based on the
developed model which uses physical elements provided by Simpack, the software
basically creates the equations of motion and solves them to generate results.
The process of solving a dynamic problem in Simpack can be broken down into
three simple steps. Modelling. Solving. Post processing. Modelling includes development
of the physical model in Simpack Pre, which would consist of various bodies, joints etc.
The application of external forces, moments, constraints is to be accomplished at this stage.
Simpack Pre enables the user to create complex 3D geometrical representations for all the
user defined bodies and structures. Based on the defined joints, constraints and boundary
conditions for these bodies, Simpack automatically creates a 2D topographical view for the
dynamic system.
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Solving step is used for adjusting the solver settings based on project requirements.
It includes adjusting the numerical calculation settings, output settings and defining the
solver information. Consisting of steps like selecting the numerical solver and defining the
step size and simulation time for the time integration, the basic purpose is to solve the
defined dynamic problem in previous step.
Lastly, post processing covers creation of logical presentation of results. Simpack
Post provides a list of pre-defined graphs like Campbell diagrams and waterfall charts
which can be used for plotting results or the user can customize the way data needs to be
represented. Various statistical tools like root mean square and mathematical algorithms
like fast Fourier transformation are also provided by Simpack which can be used to process
the raw data and display results. Simpack post also permits the use of 3D animation of the
model with an option of highlighting intended features like contact forces and mode shape
animations. All the raw result files can be exported to excel or MATLAB for more flexible
post processing of the data [4].
1.3 INTRODUCTION TO SIMPACK FIDELITIES
For the fidelity influence study, various levels of fidelities were used for research
purposes. Listed below are the ones which were implemented in the thesis.
1.3.1 GEAR FORCE FIDELITY
Simpack provides a range of modelling elements that can be used to define gear
forces between two gears. When the gear mesh transmits power, forces act on the gear
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teeth. As shown in figure 2, if the Z-axis of the orthogonal 3-axes denotes the gear shaft,
in general, three-component contact forces can be developed:
1. X-axis direction: tangential or circumferential force Ft.
2. Y-axis direction: radial force Fr.
3. Z-axis direction: axial or thrust force Fa or Fz.
The gear mesh pressure angle defines the tangent and radial components of force.
For helical gears, the additional axial thrust load is developed. The tangential force times
the radial distance results in torque along the gear shaft direction Z. The product of this
torque and the rotational speed of the gear shaft define the power transmitted.

Figure 4: Gear force components

The following describes the three different levels of gear force element fidelities
available in Simpack. A gear force element defines a connection between two meshed
gears. Figure 3 shows the various levels of fidelities for gear force elements.
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1. Low Fidelity – Force element 14
Low level of fidelity allows the user to define torque transfer between two gears.
The contact forces cannot be observed at this fidelity level and helical angles cannot be
defined. Gear teeth geometry and material properties are not modelled, and no meshing
excitations can be observed using Force element 14. Force element 14, when used to define
torques for planetary gear sets is called force element 54 (includes defining final torque
and gear ratio). The inherited model uses the force element 14 fidelity level for all gear
pairs. Since the actual gears in the planetary gear boxes use helical gears, the axial thrust
loads developed in these gears are not included in the model.
2. Medium Fidelity – Force element 204
Medium fidelity level yields gear contact forces along with the torque transfer and
includes the helical angle as a parameter. It includes basic gear information including
module, number of teeth etc. to calculate gear parameters and forces. User must also define
gear contact stiffness and damping coefficient values. At this level, despite the gear
geometry information provided, meshing excitation between gear teeth is not observed.

3. High Fidelity – Force element 225
High gear fidelity force element 225 requires user to define material properties for
the gears to calculate stiffness along the tooth profile. This level of fidelity generates
meshing excitations between gears along with generating gear forces. At this level, user
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can also specify gear micro-geometry like adding crowing to the involute profile. The
developed high-fidelity model includes use of this gear force element.

Figure 5: Gear fidelities

1.3.2 BEARING FIDELITY
The two bearing element fidelity models provided by Simpack and used in this
study are described below. Figure 6 below shows an illustration of these bearing models.
Other higher fidelity radial and journal bearing element models are available but require
extensive experimental testing to supply input data for these models. The data necessary to
study these bearing element models were not available.

1. Low Fidelity – Fixed Joint bearing model
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The low fidelity bearing model when defined between two bodies allow only single
free rotational degree of freedom between two bodies. One body can only rotate in a single
direction with respect to the other, all the other degrees of freedom between the bodies are
locked. Any translation or rotational movement apart from the free rotational degree, will
be transported to the other body. When used for shaft and carrier bearings, the free
rotational degree of freedom between is about the shaft rotation axis. The inherited model
used these fixed joint bearing models for the planet gear bearings.

2. High Fidelity – Force element 43

This higher fidelity bearing model, when defined between two bodies, allows
relative six degrees of freedom movement. User defines stiffness and damping between the
bodies in translational and rotational directions. The stiffness and damping values used in
this study were obtained from data supplied by component suppliers. The carrier shaft
bearing in the inherited model used the Force element 43.
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Figure 6: Bearing fidelities

1.3.3 INCORPORATION

OF

FLEXIBILITY

(COMPONENT

MODE

SYNTHESIS)
Finite element analysis is a method of simulation for predicting behaviour of
physical bodies to real world forces. For years now, it has been an enormously beneficial
tool used by engineers for various practical applications like structural design and analysis,
fatigue and fracture mechanics and thermal and electrical analysis to name a few. Similarly,
predicting the dynamic behaviour of complex systems involving multiple rigid bodies,
connected with joints, springs, dampers and actuators is necessary for simulations of
intricate interdependent systems. The use of rigid body assumption for multibody dynamic
simulations is a crude approximation when trying to simulate real life circumstances [5].
Therefore, multibody simulation softwares like Simpack developed capabilities to import
FE models for dynamic simulations.
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Although, addition of flexible bodies would increase the accuracy of the model, it
also rapidly increases the involved degrees of freedom and hence the numerical
computational effort for the system. This dilemma is addressed with the use of
condensation techniques available for generating reduced finite element models.
Substructuring and component mode synthesis (CMS) are the condensation techniques
which distributes the entire structure into several substructures [6]. The basic logic of CMS
is to break the entire structure into various components called super elements, formulate
the dynamic behaviour at defined master nodes for these elements and then enforce
equilibrium and compatibility along the component interfaces.
For finite element analysis the primary variable we solve for is displacement matrix
[u] for multiple degrees of freedom. The set of equations we solve for any dynamic problem
is:
Mü +Cu̇ + Ku = F

Where M is inertia matrix, C is damping matrix, K is stiffness matrix and F is the
force vector.
Generally, for all finite element condensation methods, aim is the reduction of
degrees of freedom. A reduced set of degrees of freedom (ur) is selected where u=Wur . W

is called the Ritz vector that constitutes of the reduced basis. The set of equations for the
reduced problem becomes:
Mr ü r + Cr u̇ r + K r ur = Fr
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Where Mr =W t MW is the reduced mass matrix, Cr =W t CW is the reduced damping

matrix, K r =W t KW is the reduced stiffness matrix and Fr =W t F is the reduced load matrix

[5].

Ansys is used to achieve the model reduction for all the flexible bodies in the
inherited multi MW wind turbine model. The component model synthesis process in Ansys
is divided in three different passes or steps [7].

a. Generation pass:
During the first pass or step, super elements from the group elements are created.
Master nodes for these super elements are defined especially at the interfaces. Also, the
super elements are stored in the form of matrices to be used in the next pass.
b. Use/Solution pass:
At this stage, the complete model is formed from super and non-super elements and
the analysis is carried out. Results are available for non-super elements and master nodes
for super elements.
c. Expansion pass:
Here, the results are expanded from the master nodes to the rest of the nodes.
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Figure 7: Ansys CMS procedure

1.4 LITERATURE REVIEW
Wind energy has been the focus of many studies over the recent years and gear box
reliability, being on one of the major concerns is studied thoroughly. Many projects like
US Department of Energy (DOE) initiated Gearbox Reliability Collaborative (GRC), have
been in progress to identify the shortcomings in the gear box design and manufacturing
processes. Gear and bearing malfunctions due to unequal load distribution are considered
as the primary reasons for the gearbox failures [2] [8] [9] [10].
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Combined effect of gravity, bending moment, bearing clearance and input torque
for 750 kW gearbox is studied by Keller and Guo [2]. Aerodynamic and gravity induced
forces and bending moments are transmitted from the rotor to the gear meshes due to the
existence of bearing clearances. This is projected to be the reason for premature gear box
failures. Tooth micro pitting and bearing skidding is predicted because of the imbalances
in the planetary gear set and is also detected by Link and McNiff in their testing results [8].
They note unequal load sharing between the planet gears and bearings which can cause
tooth edge loading with partial or reverse contact.
Planet bearing and load motion data for two identical 750 kW gearboxes are
analysed by LaCava, Guo, Xing and Moan to derive requirements for gear box models and
life calculations [9]. A set of models are constructed to represent different levels of fidelity
and the acquired data is compared to the test data. Their analysis suggests tilting of planet
gear axes. Separate planet bearing life calculations for both the bearings on the same
planets is recommended. Planet bearing loads are well predicted by the low fidelity cases
(rigid carrier), although the full dynamometer model with highest fidelity (use of complete
drivetrain model with flexible shaft, carrier and housing) gives the best planet bearing load
prediction.
Investigation of root causes for premature gear box failure using combined testing
and modelling approach by Link, McNiff and other research scientists from National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [8] propose that when the planet bearing loads are
in phase (no significant effect of non-torque loads) a rigid drivetrain model should be
considered over a fully flexible because of the advantage in computational effort. They
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conclude development Hertzian fatigue damage due to cyclic high magnitude loads on
upwind planet bearing. Limited influence of main shaft axial motion due to thrust on gear
box internal loads is also verified.
Mathematical models used in gear dynamics from 1950s to 1980s are reviewed by
Ozguven and Houser [11]. The history of gear dynamic research is summarized and models
with their assumptions are surveyed. A single degree of freedom nonlinear model is
developed for calculating dynamic tooth forces based on dynamic transmission error. It
also includes the effects of variable mesh stiffness, mesh damping, gear errors, profile
modifications and backlash [12]. A linear approximated equation of vibration of a pair of
spur gear considering the variable portion of time varying stiffness as exciting force is
derived by Y Cai and T Hayashi to clarify the relation between waveforms of vibration and
profile error [13]. Dynamic analysis of spur gear pair with time varying dynamic meshing
stiffness and damping is studied by Amabili and Rivola and the numerical results are found
to be in good agreement with experimental results [14].
Modelling and dynamic analysis of planetary gear transmission joints with
consideration of time varying mesh stiffness, mesh damping, backlash and gear mesh error
is established using the lumped parameter method by He, Jia, Chen and Sun [15]. Random
vibration and dynamic analysis for a planetary gear train in a wind turbine under excitation
of wind turbulence is represented by Yang and Yang [16]. Considering time-varying
meshing stiffness, comprehensive gear error and piece-wise backlash non-linearity, a
torsional dynamic model of multistage gear of planetary gear system is established by
Xiang, Gao and Hu [17]. Nonlinear tooth wedging behaviour and its correlation with planet
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bearing forces is analysed by dynamic modelling of a spur planetary gear set by Guo and
Parker [10].

1.5 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The research primarily focuses on development of modelling strategies for various
components of wind turbine drivetrain in order to predict component loads, understand
dynamic behaviour and durability. As balancing modelling accuracy and computational
costing is important for complex dynamic models, project scope also incorporates
documentation of the relationship between fidelity levels and computational costs. The
dynamic behaviour resulting in gear and bearing malfunctions are also expected to be
captured at appropriate levels of fidelities.
In general, wind turbine gear box experiences load from two sources, external
loading due to rotor loads and aerodynamic forces, and internal forces generated because
of misalignments and gear contact. The prior source has low frequency contents and is
successful in penetrating through the bearings into the gear box which disturbs the internal
alignments [2] whereas the later has high frequency contents with substantial magnitudes
posing the risk of resonance. The research analyses both the loading cases and compares
the results captured for different levels of fidelity to understand usage of appropriate
dynamic components successful in capturing crucial dynamic behaviours at various
locations of interest.
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External forces and bending moments are applied at the carrier in order to observe
the bearing reactions in radial directions. These external loads are varied, and results are
compared for different fidelities. The force distribution across the width of the gear teeth
for different levels of fidelities is studied. Development of high-fidelity gear box model
and its amalgam with the inherited system model to understand the stiffness behaviour of
the wind turbine drivetrain is also to be detected.
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CHAPTER 2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION

2.1 MULTI MEGAWATT DRIVETRAIN OVERVIEW

Figure 8: Reduced drivetrain visualization

A low fidelity reduced system model for the drivetrain is induced at the beginning
of the project. This inherited system model consists of the bed plate, main shaft, low fidelity
gearbox, high speed shaft coupling and generator. The interface components (hub and bed
plate support) are used to couple the drivetrain with the testbench and the foundation.
Simpack force elements and joints govern the many connections between drivetrain
components. Most of these bodies are modelled as rigid except for the structural
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components; the bed plate, gearbox housing, main shaft, and first planetary stage carrier
(main carrier). These flexible components are reduced finite element bodies generated
using component mode synthesis (CMS) as previously discussed.

Figure 9: Simplified drivetrain topology

Simpack flexible bodies exhibit various orders of bending and torsion according to
the number of component mode shapes that are activated. The reduced flexible models can
be suppressed to activate as few as 0 modes (which would effectively turn a flexible body
into a rigid body) or as many as 30 dynamic modes. The bed plate supports the main shaft
through a revolute joint and supports the gearbox housing and the generator using bushing
elements.
The main shaft bearing is designed using high fidelity force element 43 with
predefined input functions derived experimentally from test rig. The stiffnesses defined are
nonlinear with allotted clearances in axial directions. Similar FE43 bearing elements are
defined for carrier bearings in the model with linear stiffness properties. The inherited
model doesn’t have the planet bearings modelled.
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Force element 57 (like previously described FE14 but applied for planetary stages)
is used for defining the torque transfer between the input and output of the first stage
planetary gearset. There are major drawbacks with the use of this force element as it only
considers the torque transfer between the 3 basic elements (planets, sun and ring) of the
first stage planetary gear set without having to model any of the gears or bearings. It doesn’t
consider any of the gearing properties to obtain gear forces and, higher excitations
developed within the gear box due to meshing are also skipped. These excitations are
important to be captured as it comprises of the most critical frequency content from the
gear box. Force element 57 also misses out on catching the reactions taken by the planet
bearings as we don’t model them.
From the previous studies, it seems apparent that most of the immature failures in
the gear boxes are due the gearing and planet bearing malfunctions and thus it is necessary
to develop the high-fidelity model to capture these important behaviours.

2.2 MODEL VALIDATION
The objective for the validation study was to compare the result parameters like
angular velocities, gear forces etc. generated by Simpack to the analytical results for a
simple gear pair as well as planetary gear set. As described earlier, for medium fidelity gear
force element (FE204), Simpack allows the user to define a stiffness and damping property
for the contacting gears. For the high-fidelity gear force element (FE225), user defines the
material properties and stiffness ratio which is used to calculate the contact stiffness and
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damping coefficients for the gears. Material properties are used to calculate the maximum
contact stiffness for the involute gear tooth. Using the stiffness ratio, Simpack calculates
the minimum stiffness value and uses it to define a parabolic contact stiffness function over
the involute gear tooth profile. These stiffness coefficients were also tested over a range of
values to see its influence on the gear force outputs. Only the medium and high-fidelity
gear force elements were used as the low fidelity force element FE14 (which was received
in the inherited model) does not give any information about the gear forces.

2.2.1 SIMPLE GEAR PAIR
A simple gear pair between two helical gears is modelled and an input of 50 N-m
torque is given at the pinion. Both the gears are shafted on the single degree of freedom
bearing which only allows the gears to rotate in one direction. An analytical model was
developed using ISO 6336-1 [18]. During the analytical model development, the gears are
assumed rigid with perfect microgeometries (involute profile), with ideal centre distance
between the gear centres. The analytical results do not take into consideration stiffness and
damping coefficients during force calculations. Also, the centre distance between the gears
is assumed to be constant.
Table below gives the geometrical information about the gears.
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Gear parameter

Symbol

Sun

Planet

Normal module (mm)

m

16.25

Normal pressure angle (deg)

Φ

22.5

Helix angle (deg)

Ψ

8

Centre distance (mm)

cd

505

Number of teeth

z

21

40

Face width (mm)

w

432

416

Torque applied at sun (Nm)

T

50

Table 1: Gear geometric parameter values

Figure 10: Simple gear pair

Under these conditions, analytical model calculations for the simple gear pair were
derived. Listed are the set of equations used to derive the analytical values.
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Gear parameter

Symbol

Equation/formula

Gear diameter

dg

dg = (m*z)/cos(Ψ)

Operating diameter

do

do = (2*cd)/(zs/(zs+zp))

Tangential force

Ft

Ft = T/do

Radial force

Fr

Fr = Ft * tan Φ

Axial force

Fa

Fa = Ft * tan Ψ

Table 2: Equations for analytical calculations

Analytical Values
Force type

Force value (N)

Ft

Tangential

287.6

Fn

Normal

127.4

Fa

Axial

40.8

Table 3: Simple gear pair – Analytical values

a. Medium fidelity force element

As mentioned earlier, medium fidelity FE204 allows the user to input contact
stiffness coefficient values between gears. For cases when the contact stiffness values are
unknown, Simpack gives an option to the users to use high fidelity force element FE225
between the same gear pair for which, one of the outputs include contact stiffness
(calculated from the material properties). The average of this value derived as an output
from high fidelity gear pair can be used as the contact stiffness value for medium fidelity
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force element FE204. This is the technique used to derive contact stiffnesses for further
studies.
The graph below shows all the gear force values for medium fidelity FE204
throughout the range of stiffness coefficients varying from 0 N/m to 7.6e9 N/m calculated
by Simpack. The value 7.6e9 N/m is derived from the technique discussed above. It is clear
from figure 9 that stiffness values ranging from 5e4 N/m to 7.6e9 N/m result in the gear
force values that match closely with the analytical values.

FE204 - Force vs Stiffness constant
350

Forces (N)

300
250
200
150

Ft

100

Fn

50

Fa

0

Stiffness constt (N/m)
Figure 11: Simple gear pair – medium fidelity FE204 force values

b. High gear force fidelity

For high fidelity FE225, user inputs the material properties for the gears and the
stiffness ratio. In our case, the material is hardened steel 18CrNiMo7-6 with Youngs
modulus E = 210e9 Pa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. As previously discussed, stiffness ratio
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is used to define the parabolic contact stiffness function over the involute gear tooth profile
(Appendix A).
The results in figure 10 show that over the complete range of stiffness ratio, the
gear force values stay in the close range to the analytical force values with a maximum
difference of 3% at the stiffness ratio 1.

FE 225 - Forces vs Stiffness ratio
350
300

288.7

290.6

287.1

288.3

287.5

288.3

283.6

285.2

284.5

277.5
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128.7

127.1

127.2

127.3

127.7

125.6

126.3

126

122.9

Force (N)

250
200
150
100
50
0

40.9

41.2

40.7

40.8

40.76

40.8

40.2

40.4

40.3

39.3

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Ft
Fr
Fc

Stiffness Ratio
Figure 12: Simple gear pair – high fidelity FE225 force values

These results also show that for stiffness ratios between 0.4 and 0.6, the force values
match almost perfectly compared to the analytical case; however, Simpack suggests using
a value of 0.8 for stiffness ratio for high fidelity gear force element as this is more
representative of the actual gear contact.
The following figures show the gear geometric parameters calculated by Simpack
from the gear model for high fidelity gear force element FE225.
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Figure 13: Gear information derived from high fidelity force element FE225

Figure 14: The contact stiffness graph for the involute gear profile
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2.2.2 FIRST STAGE PLANETARY GEAR SET
For the validation of planetary gearset, the model used was the first stage planetary
gearset from the model. The carrier was given a constant ramped up input rotational
velocity of 14.4 rpm simulating the rotation of connected main shaft while the sun gear
was given a similar constant ramped up torque of 190 kN-m simulating the back-generator
torque.
Here, the carrier, three planets and the sun are all placed on the single rotational
degree of freedom bearings and the ring gear is fixed to the Newtonian frame of reference
represented as a rigid and fixed gearbox. The stiffness ratios used for high fidelity force
element was 0.8 as suggested by Simpack.
The analytical model was developed using free body diagrams for the first stage
gear set and the values were compared for both medium and high-fidelity gear force
element. The analytical results do not take into consideration stiffness coefficients during
force calculations. Also, the centre distance between the gears is assumed to be constant.
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Figure 15: 1st Stage Planetary gearset

Following are the result obtained from the analytical model calculations compared
with the Simpack results for rotational speeds, torque and gear force values. Medium
fidelity and high-fidelity force element gave almost similar results for this case as well,
only the results from high fidelity gear force element are included here.
We observe that under the torsion resistance loading at the driven sun gear, the
values obtained for gear forces from Simpack matched closely the analytical values. For
the sun planets and ring planets pairs, Simpack gear force values between sun planet (364.0
kN) and ring planet (370 kN) averages roughly to be equal to the analytical values for the
same individually (376.6).
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Rotational speeds (RPM)

Analytical value

Simpack value

Percentage
difference

Carrier

14.4

14.4

-

Planet

22.34

22.34

0%

Sun

84.32

84.32

0%

Table 4: First stage planetary gearset – rotational speeds

Torques (kN-m)

Analytical value

Simpack value

Percentage
difference

Output Torque

1104

1128.6

2%

Table 5: First stage planetary gearset – Output torque at carrier

Gear Forces (kN)

Analytical value

Simpack value

Percentage
difference

Sun Planet- Circumferential

367.6

364.0

-0.9%

Sun Planet– Radial

153.7

161.2

+4.8%

Sun Planet– Axial

51.7

51.6

0%

Ring Planet- Circumferential

367.6

370.0

+0.6%

Ring Planet– Radial

153.7

147.0

-4.3%

Ring Planet– Axial

51.7

51.6

0%

Table 6 : First stage planetary gearset – Gear forces

These validation studies show that the values calculated by Simpack are
comparable to the idealized analytical results for both simple gear pair and planetary gear
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set models. Under pure torsion load, we can also conclude that use of medium and highfidelity gear force element results in similar gear forces. Now that we have established the
above, next step would be to see how the fidelity levels affect the different output
parameters for the first stage planetary gearset.
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CHAPTER 3. FIDELITY INFLUENCE FOR EXTERNALLY LOADED
FIRST STAGE PLANETARY GEAR SET

3.1 MODEL OVERVIEW
The model used for the fidelity influence study under external loading is the first
stage planetary gearset. Apart from the above discussed ramped up input velocity of 14.4
rpm at the carrier and back torque of 190 kN-m at the sun, we also apply lateral side loads
and moments at the carrier. The purpose for applying side loads (which are replicating the
loads on the rotor) is to generate large bearing reaction forces which are used to examine
the outputs at different fidelities for combinations of gears and bearings. These side loads
would create misalignments in the gear box which is expected to disturb the load
distribution.
Stiffness and damping constant values used for the bearings are stated in appendix
B. The side load values were approximated to be between 15 to 30% of the gear forces
generated in the planetary gearset under the pure torsion loading condition studied in the
previous section. The values applied were
Fy = 20 kN
Fz = 30 kN
My = 15 kN-m
Mz = 25 kN-m
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Figure 16: 1st Stage Planetary gearset – model for fidelity influence study

Figure 17: External loads at the carrier

3.1.1 LEVELS OF FIDELITY
The main aim of the fidelity influence study is to analyse how different fidelity
levels for certain elements affect the outputs for the gearset. Listed are the different fidelity
levels used for various elements in this influence study.

1) Carrier flexibility
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Rigid carrier corresponds to low fidelity. Using flexible carrier is high fidelity. The
inherited carrier finite element model was reduced into several components using CMS
(component mode synthesis) technique. For the high-fidelity flexible carrier, first 30 modes
were activated.
2) Carrier bearings
Using low fidelity for carrier bearings is the application of fixed bearing model with
only one rotational degree of freedom allowed where as high fidelity FE43 bearing model
allows the carrier to have six degrees of freedom with defined translational and rotational
stiffness and damping properties. There are two carrier bearings supporting the carrier on
Newtonian frame.

Figure 18: Carrier and carrier bearing fidelity

3) Gear force elements
As discussed earlier, we have medium fidelity FE204 and high fidelity FE225 defined
between each of the gear pairs.
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4) Planet bearings
Using low fidelity for planet bearing is the application of fixed bearing model with
only one rotational degree of freedom where as high fidelity FE43 bearing model allows
the planets to have six degrees of freedom with defined translational and rotational stiffness
and damping properties. We have two planet bearings supporting each planet gear on
carrier.

Figure 19: Gear force and planet bearing fidelity

3.1.2 OUTPUTS FOR FIDELITY INFLUENCE STUDY
For the fidelity influence study, observations for several parameters were made.
Shaft speeds for different gears were analysed. Gear forces generated between the planets
and sun/ring were also examined. Understanding how the reactions produced at the
bearings (carrier and planet) were influenced by the fidelities was also important. Reactions
developed at ring gear and sun gear were also observed.
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Figure 20: Fidelity influence study output
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3.2 CONFIGURATIONS USED FOR THE STUDY
The fidelity study was conducted for two different cases. Each case used four
different configurations featuring different component fidelity combinations.
The first case has low fidelity rigid carrier with high fidelity force element FE43
carrier bearings with variance in gear force and planet bearing fidelities.
Case 1: Configurations

Gear force

Planet bearings

Carrier

Carrier bearings

element
1. FE204/ rigid PBs

Medium

Low

Low - rigid

High

2. FE204/ FE43 PBs

Medium

High

Low – rigid

High

3. FE225/ rigid PBs

High

Low

Low - rigid

High

4. FE225/ FE43 PBs

High

High

Low – rigid

High

Table 7: Case 1: Configurations

The second case has high fidelity gear force element FE225 with high fidelity force
element FE43 planet bearings with variance in carrier flexibility and carrier bearing
fidelities.
Case 2: Configurations

Gear force

Planet bearings

Carrier

Carrier bearings

element
1. Rigid Carrier/ rigid CBs

High

High

Low

Low

2. Rigid Carrier/ FE43 CBs

High

High

Low

High

3. Flex Carrier/ rigid CBs

High

High

High

Low

4. Flex Carrier/ FE43 CBs

High

High

High

High

Table 8: Case 2: Configurations (CB - Carrier Bearings)
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3.3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
3.3.1 INFLUENCE OF GEAR FORCE FIDELITY
a. Influence on gear forces
The gear force values detected (circumferential, radial and axial forces) for all the
configurations in both the cases didn’t display any significant variations.

Gear Forces

-Radial force

161364.2
161076
161076
163902
161226

-Circumferential
force

Type of Force

-Axial force

51658.5
51566.1
51567
52471
51615.1

364293.6
363642
363646
370022
363985

0

50000

100000

150000

200000

250000

300000

350000

400000

Force Values (N)
Analytical Gear force values

FE225 with Planet bearings modelled as bushing FE43 (stiffness and damping in 6 dof)

FE225 with Planet bearings modelled as single degree of freedom joint (α)

FE204 with Planet bearings modelled as bushing FE43 (stiffness and damping in 6 dof)

FE204 with Planet bearings modelled as single degree of freedom joint (α)

Figure 21: Gear forces for case 1

The high-fidelity gear force element (FE225) captures the meshing frequency
which is useful in understanding the frequency responses for the gearbox. Below is an
example of a circumferential gear force profile between sun and planet for high fidelity.
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FFT filter is applied to identify the meshing frequency. This frequency matches closely
with the expected meshing frequency based on the number of teeth in the mated gears.

Figure 22: FFT for FE225 -meshing frequency

b. Influence on reaction forces
Listed below are the results from the first case - rigid carrier and high-fidelity carrier
bearings FE43 with high fidelity planet bearings FE43. We are observing the variation in
reaction forces at carrier bearings, sun and ring gears by moving from medium fidelity to
high fidelity gear force element.
Reaction Forces
(kN)
(Radial reactions)

Medium
Fidelity
(FE204)

High Fidelity
(FE225)

Percentage
Difference

1. Carrier bearing 1

72.0

35.2

-50%

2. Carrier bearing 2

32.1

25.4

-20%

3. Sun gear

39.5

13.8

-65%

4. Ring gear

51.6

13.8

-73%

Table 9: Gear force fidelity influence outputs
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With the values of applied side forces and moments described earlier, we notice
that using the medium fidelity gear force element FE204 over predicts the reaction forces
in all the cases by a large percentage. The exception was that no substantial difference was
noticed in the reactions at the planet bearings in this case.

Figure 23: Gear force fidelity influence
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Figure 24: Planet bearing fidelity influence

3.3.2 PLANET BEARING FIDELITY INFLUENCE
Listed below are the results from the first case - rigid carrier and high-fidelity carrier
bearings FE43 with high fidelity gear force element FE225. We are observing the variation
in reaction forces at carrier bearings, sun and ring gears by moving from low fidelity to
high fidelity planet bearing force element FE43.
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Reaction

Forces

Low Fidelity

High Fidelity

Percentage

- Rigid Joint

- FE43

Difference

1. Carrier bearing 1

55.0

35.2

-36%

2. Carrier bearing 2

25.5

25.4

-0.4%

3. Sun gear

46.1

13.8

-70%

4. Ring gear

58.2

13.8

-76%

(kN)
(Radial reactions)

Table 10: Planet bearing fidelity influence outputs

We notice that using the lower fidelity planet bearing (fixed joint with rotational
degree of freedom allowed) over predicts the reaction forces in all the cases by large values.
3.3.3 CARRIER BEARING FIDELITY INFLUENCE
Listed below are the results from the second case – high fidelity gear force FE225
and planet bearings FE43 with high fidelity flexible carrier. We are observing the variation
in reaction forces at carrier and planet bearings by moving from low fidelity rigid carrier
to high fidelity flexible carrier.
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Reaction

Forces

(kN)

Low Fidelity -

High Fidelity

Percentage

Rigid Carrier

-

Difference

(Radial reactions)

Flexible

Carrier

1. Carrier bearing 1

35.2

42.7

22%

2. Carrier bearing 2

25.4

22.3

-12%

3. Planet 1 bearing 1

375.4

507.6

35 %

4. Planet 1 bearing 2

374.9

242.9

-35 %

Table 11: Carrier bearing fidelity influence outputs

We notice that using the lower fidelity planet bearing (fixed joint with rotational
degree of freedom free) doesn’t predict the carrier reactions as accurately as the highfidelity model does. Although the total magnitude of reactions at planet bearings do not
change (750 kN), using the flexible carrier results in irregular distribution of forces at both
the planet bearings on all the planets (507 kN and 243 kN instead of equally distributed
375 kN on both planet bearings). This explains the fact that the two planet bearings for the
planet gear would experience different loads due to the flexibility fidelity.
The reactions taken by the sun and planet gears do not show any significant
difference.
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Figure 25: Carrier flexibility fidelity influence

3.4 COMPARITIVE ANALYSIS FOR VARIABLE EXTERNAL LOADS
3.4.1 DESCRIPTION OF LOAD CASES
In the previous section, specific values for the external loading at the carrier have
been used to determine the fidelity influences. Although it provided significant results, it
is equally vital to understand how these fidelity reactions differ with variable force values.
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Therefore, using the same model and boundary conditions, only the externally applied
forces and moments were varied to observe the behaviour of the system.
Following lists the applied forces relative to the experimental values used in
previous case.
Load Cases

External
loads

0.25 X

0.5 X

Original

1.5 X

2X

Fy (kN)

5

10

20

30

40

Fz (kN)

7.5

15

30

45

60

My (kN-m)

3.75

7.5

15

22.5

30

Mz (kN-m)

6.25

12.5

25

37.5

50

Table 12: Variable external loads list

3.4.2 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Following table lists the percentage differences for the values of reactions observed
at various locations in the gear box when moved from the medium (FE 204) gear force
fidelity to high (FE225) gear force fidelity for different load cases (like derived for original
load case in the previous section). The model consists of low fidelity rigid carrier, highfidelity carrier bearings and high-fidelity planet bearings (Case 1 configuration). Please
note that the percentage difference at the original loads are the same as calculated earlier.
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Reaction

forces

(kN)

Percentage differences for gear force fidelity
0.25 X

0.5 X

Original

1.5 X

2X

CB1

-79

-66

-50

-44

-39

CB2

-31

-22

-20

-21

-21

Reaction sun

-89

-79

-65

-55

-47

Reaction ring

-92

-85

-73

-64

-56

Table 13: Gear force fidelity result at variable loading

Listed below are the percentage differences for the values of reactions at various
locations in the gear box observed when moved from the low planet bearing fidelity to high
planet bearing fidelities for different load cases. The model consists of low fidelity rigid
carrier, high-fidelity carrier bearings and high-fidelity gear force element 225 (Case 1
configuration). Please note that the percentage difference at the original loads are the same
as calculated earlier.

Reaction

Percentage differences for planet bearing fidelity

forces

(kN)

0.25 X

0.5 X

Original

1.5 X

2X

CB1

-72

-55

-36

-26

-20

CB2

-22

-6

-0.4

1

2

Reaction sun

-90

-82

-70

-61

-55

Reaction ring

-93

-87

-76

-68

-62

Table 14: Planet bearing fidelity result at variable loading
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For both the above cases, we observe that with increment in the externally applied
loads, the percentage differences in the reactions observed at carrier bearings, sun and ring
gears for fidelities are decreasing.
Listed further are the ratios between the values of reactions observed for different
load cases to the original load case for different variable loads at the various locations in
the gear box when moved from medium gear force fidelity (FE204) to high gear force
fidelity (FE225).
Reaction force
locations

CB1

CB2

Sun

Ring

Ratios to original force values

Load cases

FE204

FE225

2X

1.60

2.00

1.5X

1.30

1.50

0.5X

0.71

0.50

0.25X

0.57

0.25

2X

2.01

2.00

1.5X

1.50

1.50

0.5X

0.51

0.50

0.25X

0.28

0.25

2X

1.32

2.00

1.5X

1.16

1.50

0.5X

0.85

0.50

0.25X

0.78

0.25

2X

1.22

1.99

1.5X

1.10

1.51

0.5X

0.91

0.50

0.25X

0.86

0.25

Table 15: Gear force fidelity reaction ratio result at variable loading
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Below are the ratios between the values of reactions observed for different load
cases to the original load case for different variable loads at the various locations in the
gear box when moved from low planet bearing fidelity to high planet bearing fidelity.

Reaction force locations

CB1

CB2

Sun

Ring

Ratios to original force values

Load cases

Low

High

2X

1.59

2.00

1.5X

1.29

1.50

0.5X

0.71

0.50

0.25X

0.57

0.25

2X

1.95

2.00

1.5X

1.47

1.50

0.5X

0.53

0.50

0.25X

0.32

0.25

2X

1.33

2.00

1.5X

1.16

1.50

0.5X

0.85

0.50

0.25X

0.77

0.25

2X

1.23

1.99

1.5X

1.11

1.51

0.5X

0.90

0.50

0.25X

0.83

0.25

Table 16: : Planet bearing fidelity reaction ratio result at variable loading

From the above results, we can conclude that the high-fidelity model behaves in a
linear manner where the increment in the loads linearly increase the observed output
reactions.
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CHAPTER 4. MODEL BEHAVIOUR AT REALISTIC EXTERNAL LOADS

4.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ACCURATE LOAD CALCULATIONS
In the cases of high-powered wind turbine drive trains, due to the presence of main
shaft and carrier bearing clearances and flexibility of drive train bodies, the bending
moments acting on the main shaft due to gravity and aerodynamics gets transmitted to the
planets until the main shaft motion overcomes the clearances and bearing stiffness is
activated. This causes irregular distribution of forces throughout the width of the gear teeth
and uneven planet and planet bearing load distribution [2]. This study focuses on
understanding the force distribution for different fidelity levels on the gear tooth width. It
is to be noted that for all our experiments we do not consider the effect of gravity.
Simpack allows user to slice the gear tooth width into different sections called
‘slices’, to study the forces acting on the slices individually. For this study, the gear width
was sectioned into 5 slices as shown below.
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Figure 26: Gear tooth slices

Under testing conditions, wind turbine is usually operated at 70% of its rated power
with the rated input speed of 14.1 RPM at the rotor. At these conditions, for the wind
turbine, torque generated at the rotor hub is roughly equal to 1.1 MN-m (based on the same
calculations, the fidelity influence tests were performed with 190 kN-m on the first stage
planetary system).
Most of the horizontal wind turbines, also carry non torque loads which include
rotor weight and aerodynamic loads. Based on experiments carried out by National
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renewable energy laboratory [2],

the bending moments due these non-torque loads

generated at the main shaft have the same magnitude as input torque at the main shaft.
Following is the list of calculated torques at various location on the drivetrain based
on the rated power for the wind turbine and gear ratios.

- 𝑇𝑇 =
-

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺1
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺2

=

𝑃𝑃×60

𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ×2𝜋𝜋
𝑇𝑇2

× (𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 %)

𝑇𝑇1

Figure 27: Locations for torque calculations
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Operating percentage =

70 %

Power (MW) =

2.3

Calculated torque values at specified locations for 70% of the rated power
Input rated
Input Torque
Locations
RPM
(Nm)
A
Main Shaft Hub
14.1
1.09e6
Gear Ratios
B
C
D
E

First stage (Sun 1)
Second Stage (Sun
2)
Parallel stage
(pinion)

Output RPM

5.86

82.6

1.8e5

6.55

540.6

2.8e4

2.72

1470.8

1.0e4

1470.8

1.0e4

At Generator
Total ratio

Torque (Nm)

104.31

Table 17: Calculated torques for drivetrain

From the above calculations, it can be inferred that the torque on the main shaft and
the bending moments due to gravity and aerodynamic forces are roughly equal to
magnitudes of 106 N-m. Assuming that the moment at the main shaft is 70% of the input
torque calculated [2],

the value for realistic bending moments at the hub can be

approximated to be 765 kN-m.

As the scope of this project includes understanding the internal gearbox dynamics
for the first stage planetary gear set, the above derived bending moment value was used to
formulate a three-point bearing supported beam imitating the main shaft. Value of bending
moment to be applied at the carrier (with main shaft bearing and carrier bearing clearances)
was derived by solving for bending moments at the carrier location for the formulated
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beam. Structure analysis and design software (Staad pro) was used to calculate this load to
be applied at the carrier.
Firstly, the length of the beam same as the total length of the main shaft was defined
in the x direction. Four different nodes on the beam to place loads and bearings were stated.
Node Location

Represented element

Node 1

Node for application of bending moment

Node 2

Node representing main shaft bearing

Node 3

Node representing carrier bearing 1

Node 4

Node representing carrier bearing 2
Table 18: Node element information for Staad Pro

Figure 28: Beam definition in Staad pro
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Next step was to outline the allowed degrees of freedom for the beam. At the nodes
2,3 and 4 where the aim is to place the bearings, translational motion for the beam was
restrained. No support was assigned at node 1 to replicate the cantilever action of the shaft.

Figure 29: Definition of degrees of freedom - Staad pro

Based on the mass distribution of the main shaft, the masses were assigned for the
beam elements individually across the supports. Material property for steel was applied as
well at this stage.
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Figure 30: Application of material properties Staad pro

Figure 31: Distributed mass for main shaft - Staad pro

Now that the model was ready, the bending moment of 765 kN-m was applied at
the node 1 in z direction.
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Figure 32: Moment application – Staad pro

Finally, the analysis was executed and the bending moment at the location node 3
was observed. Value of 332.24 kN-m was observed at the node. Based on this resultant
value, we will apply bending moments of 220 kN-m and 250 kN-m and similar forces in y
and z direction to nearly duplicate the real scenario.
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Figure 33: Result - Staad pro

4.2 OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
Based on the results from previous sections, following were the external forces and
bending moments selected for the study. The model used here is the same as the fidelity
influence study with following external load variation.
External loads

Experimental Values

Realistic Values

Fy

20 kN

220 kN

Fz

30 kN

250 kN

My

15 kN-m

220 kN-m

Mz

25 kN-m

250 kN-m

Table 19 : Load cases for teeth width force distribution study

Below listed are nine different cases of fidelities used for this experiment.
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Cases

Carrier

Planet

Carrier

External loads

Flexibility

Bearing

Bearing

1

Rigid

Rigid

Flexible

No

2

Rigid

Flexible

Flexible

No

3

Flexible

Flexible

Flexible

No

4

Rigid

Rigid

Flexible

Experimental

5

Rigid

Flexible

Flexible

Experimental

6

Flexible

Flexible

Flexible

Experimental

7

Rigid

Rigid

Flexible

Realistic

8

Rigid

Flexible

Flexible

Realistic

9

Flexible

Flexible

Flexible

Realistic

Table 20: Fidelities for teeth width force distribution study

Following are the force profiles for five different slices plotted on the same graph
with different colours representing different slices. These graphs have been plotted for the
first ring-planet gear pairs between 28th and 32nd second (to observe steady force
behaviour). Similar steady state behaviour can be captured for all gear pairs between same
time frame.

Figure 34: Slices colour coding
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Figure 35: Tooth force distribution for cases 1 & 2

Figure 36: Tooth force distribution for case 3

Figure 37: Tooth force distribution for cases 4 & 5
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Figure 38: Tooth force distribution for case 6

Figure 39:Tooth force distribution for cases 7 & 8
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Figure 40: Tooth force distribution for case 9

For the case with no external loading and rigid carrier, similar load sharing is
observed at all the slices (cases 1 &2). Similarly, with rigid carrier, and external loading
(cases 4,5,7,8), we observe similar but out of phase load sharing between the slices. Though
out of phase, the average load shared by all the slices is still roughly the same. It is
important to note here that with increase in external loading, the variation in the load shared
by the slices also increases. Observe the difference between case 4&5 and case 7&8. With
high realistic loading, the difference in the out of phase load shared between the first and
the fifth slice is larger in magnitude compared to the experimental loading.
Use of flexible carrier helps capture the variation in the magnitudes of the average
loads shared by different slices. For cases 3,6 & 9, it can clearly be concluded that first
slice closest to the carrier is experiencing maximum loads whereas the fifth slice which is
farthest from the carrier takes up the least loading. Again, like the previous observation,
the difference in forces observed between the first and fifth slice increases with increase in
external loading. Thus, use of flexible carrier becomes important as this variation in force
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distribution on the gear teeth width explains the behaviour of irregular force distribution
amongst the planet bearings which was observed during the fidelity influence study while
using flexible carrier.
Non-uniform distribution of forces on the gear tooth width results in edge loading
resulting in upwind gear face experiencing very high loads. At these high loads, the
available lubrication is insufficient, and this gradually leads to micro pitting on gear
surface.
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CHAPTER 5. HIGH FIDELITY GEAR BOX STIFFNESS
CHARACTERIZATION

5.1 MODEL OVERVIEW AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Figure 41: Gear box model development

As mentioned previously, one of the important aims of the project was to develop
a high-fidelity gear box model for the wind turbine variant. This was done during the
progress of developing results for influence studies. The low fidelity gear box model was
inherited, and the high-fidelity gearbox model was developed which included high
fidelity gear force element FE225, high fidelity bearing elements for carrier and planet
bearings FE43 and a flexible carrier. Apart from the first stage planetary gearset, second
stage planetary gearset and a helical parallel gear stage were also developed and added to
the model with highest fidelity incorporated. Another challenging task was merging this
high-fidelity gearbox to the system model and characterizing the overall stiffness
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generated in the drivetrain due to the new gearbox, which now had flexible bearings,
carrier and high-fidelity gear forces along with the flexible main shaft, gearbox housing
and support structure.

Figure 42: System model with high fidelity gearbox
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Gear Box
Housing

Main Shaft
(MS)

Main Carrier
(Carrier)
Figure 43: Flexible bodies for the drivetrain (1)

Support
Structure
Figure 44: Flexible bodies for the drivetrain (2)

The high-fidelity gearbox merged with the system model was used for this study.
The concept here was to apply a high ramp up torque at the main shaft and fix the generator
shaft so that no rotation is allowed. This would result in an angular twist developing
throughout the drivetrain which was plotted against the torque to obtain the stiffness curve
at certain locations on the drivetrain.
An input torque of 5 MN-m was smoothly ramped up at the main shaft and the
angular displacements were observed at 5 different locations:
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a. Main shaft near main bearing
b. Main shaft near the main carrier
c. Stage 1 sun shaft
d. Stage 2 sun shaft
e. High speed shaft

Figure 45: Model used for drivetrain stiffness characterization

5.2 RESULTS AND CONCLUSTION
The following graph shows the stiffness curves at all the five locations with torque
on vertical axis and angular displacement on horizontal axis of the graph.
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Figure 46: Stiffness curves at 5 defined locations

It is observed that at the current level of fidelity, some variation from linearity is
observed at certain locations like at the stage one sun gear (labelled 3 shown in Green). It
appears that at this location, the stiffness behaves in a bilinear fashion, with a change in
torque-angular displacement slope at approximately 0.15 deg and 1.5 N-M. Overall the
system mostly behaves in a linear manner. Further non-linearity would be expected by
further increasing the fidelity of the system by adding more flexibilities to components.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 CONCLUSIONS
Different modelling strategies were developed for the multi MW wind turbine
drivetrain based on the level of element complexities to understand the dynamic response
variation. Purpose was to develop a computationally feasible model intricate enough to
capture the dynamics explaining the premature gear box failures. Force variation for
different fidelity models were observed and compared. Realistic load calculation at
operating condition was calculated by defining a beam problem and the force discrepancy
on the gear tooth width was observed. Lastly the developed high-fidelity gearbox model
was combined with the inherited drivetrain model and overall drivetrain stiffness was
studied.
In the case with external loads at the carrier for fidelity influence study, unique
forces and reactions are observed at the bearings when using different levels of model
fidelity for gear elements and bearing models. No significant change is observed in the gear
forces for different configurations. Use of high-fidelity gear force element (FE225) helps
capture high-frequency meshing frequency between gear pairs. Using the high-fidelity
bearing model (bushing elements) helps us understand the load distribution better as they
provide better representation of the bearings with increased degrees of freedom. Use of
flexible carrier results in unequal distribution of reactions at planet bearings which shows
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that this higher-fidelity model can capture misalignment behaviour in the planetary gears
which can lead to bearing failures.

When the applied external side loads and moments are added at the carrier, they are
reacted at the external reactions for the system where, use of medium fidelity gear force
element (FE204) over predicts the external reactions (reactions at carrier bearings, sun and
ring gears) of the system compared to the higher fidelity gear force element (FE 224). Use
of low fidelity planet bearings (Joints) over predicts the external reactions of the system
compared to use of the higher fidelity FE 43 bearing modelled as a bushing with
translational and rotational flexibility. The percentage difference in the output reactions
observed between fidelities decrease with increase in the applied external loads at the
carrier.
The realistic loads calculated using a beam model of the main shaft, when applied
at the carrier, distributed the force all over the gear tooth width differently where the slice
closest to the carrier took the maximum load. This results in variable load distribution over
the teeth surface and becomes one of the potential reasons for gear tooth wearing and
pitting.
The increased fidelity models used for the study of the planetary stages did not
significantly change the computational cost for the first stage simulations. Based on a study of
static torque vs. angular displacement at different locations along the system, some stiffness
non-linearity is inherited in the model while using the high-fidelity gearbox model.
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6.2 FUTURE WORK
Having developed the high-fidelity drivetrain model, there is a bunch of interesting
experiments that can be performed. Studying the frequency response and vibrations
(resonance frequencies and modes) for the gearbox and plotting Campbell diagrams to
observe variation in various outputs over a swept excitation frequency is a thoughtprovoking study. The current study uses a constant input rotational speed of the shaft; by
varying the input speed, different frequency response at reactions may be observed due to
nonlinear behaviour in misalignments due to applied loads. Analysing modes for flexible
bodies and checking for excitation frequencies in the model could be a potential next step.
Characterizing reactions throughout high fidelity gear train in order to understand
the dynamics for the complete drivetrain certainly is another fruitful test. Current model
only looks at the outputs for the first stage planetary gearset. The same study could be
extended to observe outputs for the other gear stages. In this study, the input rotational
speed at the carrier of the first stage planetary gearset would be the same; but instead of
applying the torsion loading at the driven sun shaft of the first planetary gear as done for
this study; both the first and second planetary gear models would be connected with the
torsion load at the driven sun shaft for the second stage planetary gearset. This would allow
the full interaction of different fidelity models of gears and bearings in the drivetrain
through both planetary gear sets.
Simpack allows the users to accommodate even higher fidelity levels for the
elements currently used in this study. Higher fidelity representations of other components
to derive more accurate results can be considered as a good next step. Higher fidelities for
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bearings and gear forces than the ones used in the current study for example Simpack
enabled special force element to model roller bearings, and the addition of microgeometries
to the gears etc. can be employed.
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APPENDIX A: STIFFNESS CALCULATIONS FOR HIGH FIDELITY
FE225
For FE225, the stiffness constant c’, is calculated using the material properties
(young’s modulus and Poisson's ratio). The normal contact stiffness of each tooth pair
follows a parabolic function. Its highest value takes place at the pitch point, and is given
by:
cmax = c′⋅ CR
where CR is gear blank factor  contribution of the gear wheel body to the overall
contact stiffness.
In order to define the parabolic stiffness function, the stiffness ratio SR = cmin /
cmax sets the stiffness value cmin for a second point of the contact path.
The value used for stiffness ratio and gear black factor by default for FE225 are 0.8
and 1.
For our case, Youngs modulus E = 210e9 Pa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3
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Figure 47: Contact stiffness vs ratio for FE225
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APPENDIX B: BEARING STIFFNESS AND DAMPING VALUES
Carrier Bearing 1
Stiffness

Rotational
Rotational

Damping

Translational

Stiffness

Translational

Parameter
X

21053000 N/m

Y

3287435580.5 N/m

Z

3287435580.5 N/m

α

0 Nm/rad

β

24500000 Nm/rad

γ

24500000 Nm/rad

X

100 Ns/m

Y

100 Ns/m

Z

100 Ns/m

α

0 Nms/rad

β

100 Nms/rad

γ

100 Nms/rad

Table 21: Carrier bearing details for CB1
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Other Carrier Bearings

Rotational
Rotational

Damping

Translational

Stiffness

Translational

Parameter

Stiffness

X

21053000 N/m

Y

3279515802.5 N/m

Z

3279515802.5 N/m

α

0 Nm/rad

β

11123764.4 Nm/rad

γ

11123764.4 Nm/rad

X

100 Ns/m

Y

100 Ns/m

Z

100 Ns/m

α

0 Nms/rad

β

100 Nms/rad

γ

100 Nms/rad

Table 22: Carrier bearing details for other CBs
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Planet Bearings
Stiffness

Rotational
Rotational

Damping

Translational

Stiffness

Translational

Parameter

X

100000000 N/m

Y

8500000000 N/m

Z

8500000000 N/m

α

0 Nm/rad

β

15000000 Nm/rad

γ

15000000 Nm/rad

X

7957.75 Ns/m

Y

676408.51 Ns/m

Z

676408.51 Ns/m

α

220.06 Nms/rad

β

1193.67 Nms/rad

γ

1193.67 Nms/rad
Table 23: Planet bearing details
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APPENDIX C: DEVELOPMENT OF DYNAMIC MODELS
Below listed are the torsional dynamic equations developed for the low fidelity
planetary gear set used in the fidelity influence study based on Newton Euler’s equations:

Figure 48: Schematic for the first stage planetary gear set

The above schematic is for the low fidelity first stage model which consists of rigid
bearing with only single rotational degree of freedom. The sun has an input torque of Ti
and the carrier has a load torque of Tc.
Below is the free body diagram for sun gear.
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Figure 49: FBD for Sun gear

The equation of motion for the sun gear is
𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃̈ = 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 − ∑3𝑖𝑖=1[𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ]. 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠
Where Is is the moment of inertia for the sun, 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃̈ is the angular acceleration for the

sun gear. Ti is the applied torque at the sun. Fssp is the spring force between the sun and the
planet, Fdsp is the damping force component between the sun and the planet and rs is the
radius of the sun gear. Only the applicable force components leading to torsional
displacement are to be considered for the calculations.
Following is the free body diagram for a planet gear.
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Figure 50: FBD for planet gear

The equation of motion for a planet gear is,
𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃̈ = (𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ) . 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝
Where Ip is the moment of inertia for the planet gear, 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃̈ is the angular acceleration

for the planet gear. Fsrp is the spring force between the ring and the planet, Fdrp is the
damping force component between the ring and the planet and rp is the radius of the planet
gear. Only the applicable force components leading to torsional displacement are to be
considered for the calculations.
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Figure 51: FBD for the planet carrier

The equation of motion for the planet carrier is,
(𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 + ∑3𝑖𝑖=1 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝2 )𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃̈ = ∑3𝑖𝑖=1[𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ]. 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 . cos ∅ − 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐
Where Ic is the moment of inertia for the planet gear, 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃̈ is the angular acceleration

for the planet carrier. rc is the radius of the planet carrier, Φ is the pressure angle for the
gearing and Tc is the external carrier torque. Only the applicable force components leading
to torsional displacement are to be considered for the calculations.
Now based on the level of gear fidelity selection, we define the forces and
displacements.
For the medium fidelity gear force contact model (FE204), we had a constant
stiffness and damping constant value to be defined. Therefore, the forces would be,
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𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 . 𝛿𝛿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
̇
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 . 𝛿𝛿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 . 𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̇
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 . 𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
Where Ksp and Krp are the constant stiffness constants for sun planet and ring planet
gear pairs. Csp and Crp are the damping constants for the sun planet and ring planet gear
pair. As the medium fidelity gear force element 204 doesn’t consider tooth to tooth
excitation, the displacement would not consist of composite error function. Following is
the value for the relative displacements in the direction of the meshing line.
𝛿𝛿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 − 𝜃𝜃𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 − 𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 cos ∅
𝛿𝛿𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝜃𝜃𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 − 𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 cos ∅

Where δsp is the relative displacement between the sun and planet gears and δpc is

the relative displacement between the planet and the planet carrier. Please note that the ring
gear is fixed and doesn’t have any allowed degrees of freedom.
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For the high-fidelity gear force contact model (FE225), we have a time dependent
periodic rectangular stiffness function which can be approximated by Fourier series with
the first harmonic term and damping constant value which is stiffness dependent.
Therefore, the forces are,
𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡). 𝛿𝛿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
̇
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ). 𝛿𝛿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑡𝑡). 𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̇
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ). 𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

Figure 52: Stiffness function vs mesh cycle

The approximated stiffness function can be written as,
𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 + 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎 sin(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + ∅0 )
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Where km is the average mesh stiffness, ka is the stiffness fluctuation amplitude, ω
is the mesh frequency and ∅0 is the initial phase.

Also, for the high-fidelity gear force element 225, tooth to tooth excitation is

considered which would ensure the addition of composite error function in the relative
displacement term.
𝛿𝛿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 − 𝜃𝜃𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 − 𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 cos ∅ − 𝑒𝑒1

𝛿𝛿𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝜃𝜃𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 − 𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 cos ∅ − 𝑒𝑒2

Where e1 and e2 are the composite error functions for sun planet and ring planet

displacements which are usually approximated sin functions.

Figure 53: Transmission error function

The approximated error function is,
𝑒𝑒1 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 sin(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + ∅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )
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𝑒𝑒2 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 sin(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + ∅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 )

Where Esp and Erp are the composite error functions for sun planet and ring planet
mesh.
Now moving from low fidelity fixed bearing model to high fidelity flexible bearing
model involves addition of equations of motions for more degrees of freedom. Addition of
the higher fidelity for the sun gear is shown and similar results can be extended at various
locations. The gear force in z direction creates the moment in clockwise direction.

Figure 54: FBD for sun gear (3d)
3

𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑦̈𝑠𝑠 = �(𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ) sin ∅ − 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 − 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝑦𝑦̇𝑠𝑠
𝑖𝑖=1

3

𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 𝑥𝑥̈ 𝑠𝑠 = �(𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ) cos 𝜑𝜑 − 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠 − 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝑥𝑥̇ 𝑠𝑠
𝑖𝑖=1
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3

𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠̈ = 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 − �[𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ]. 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 − 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 − 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃̇𝑠𝑠
𝑖𝑖=1

Where kst is the torsional spring constant and cst is the torsional damping constant.
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